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5- SOLAR PANELS
Essential aboard our boats, solar panels
must be slim, light, high performance and
tough! Activesol is offering a full range,
from polycrystalline…to Back Contact, to
meet all requirements. Made-to-measure
panels, such as the Ultra 150W only weigh
4 kg and are guaranteed for 5 years!
www.croixdusudmarine.com
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6- BICYCLES
In harbor, having a bicycle aboard is always
very practical. And its usefulness is greatly
increased if the bicycle in question has electric
assistance. Kok specializes in marine refrigeration
and air conditioning, so it is familiar with the
problems linked to a salty environment.
The company is now offering an electric bicycle
and scooter for sailors. The folding bicycle has
a 250 W motor, providing a range of 30 to 40 km,
and a maximum speed of 25 km/h
www.kok.fr

7- CHARGERS

8- AIS

Chargers not only allow you to charge
your batteries, but also to optimize their
life span. The new HPower chargers presented by Cristec have been designed to
be as efficient as possible in a severe environment such as a boat. They are compatible with all types of battery, including
Lithium Ion, and provide maximum recharging up to an ambient temperature of
50°C without loss.
www.cristec.fr

At the last Düsseldorf Boat Show, Raymarine
presented a brand new Automatic Identification System (AIS) transmitter/receiver, with builtin aerial coupler. Called the AIS700, this AIS
offers the advantage of sharing the aerial with
their built-in VHF equipment, which makes the
installation very easy and above all, not very
expensive. AIS700 connects to the boat’s
multifunction screens using the most recent
NMEA2000 and SeaTalk protocols.
www.raymarine.com

9- COOL BOX
Although our boats are all equipped with refrigerators, or even freezers nowadays, having a cool box
aboard is nevertheless very useful,
especially when going for a picnic
on a remote beach on an atoll on
the other side of the world with your
boat buddies. The advantage of
the Cool-Ice CIs offered by Dometic is that they keep ice for up to 10
days, thanks to very well-designed
insulation. The Cool-Ice CIs are
available in sizes from 13 to 111 liters.
www.dometic.com

